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ABSTRACT

The effect of carbon dioxide concentration, on solubility has
been studied for several carbon dioxide-methane-n-decane systems.
Experimental results were obtained using differential vaporization
tests.

Computational results were obtained using equilibrium con

stants .
The relation between solubility, bubble point pressure and
solution carbon dioxide is presented.

A ternary diagram showing

the bubble point pressure behavior as a function of system compo
sition is also presented.
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INTRODUCTION

In general, the physical properties of crude oil are affected by
the solution of natural gas in the crude.

Effects of dissolved gas in

oil which are important to oil recovery are reduction of viscosity and
swelling (i.e. decrease in mean density) of the oil.

As applied to a

gas-drive petroleum reservoir, Muskat, (1949, p.417) has shown that,
for a given pressure and oil saturation, a decrease in the oil vis
cosity will reduce the amount of gas that will by-pass the oil in the
reservoir, which may result in increased oil recovery.

The swelling

effect may also increase recovery, since, for a given residual of satu
ration, swollen oil remaining in the reservoir will contain less surface,
or stock-tank oil.*
It has been found that carbon dioxide will dissolve more readily
in most crude oils than will natural gas.

For this reason, a study of

the solubility characteristics of carbon dioxide in hydrocarbons may be
useful.

For this investigation, methane and decane were chosen to rep

resent natural gas and crude oil, respectively.

Since the bubble point

pressure of a system indicates the minimum pressure at which all the
gaseous phase dissolves in the liquid phase, both experimental and cal
culated bubble points of various mixtures of carbon dioxide, methane
and decane were determined at constant temperature.

The experimental

data were obtained from a differential gas liberation**, and the cal
culated data were obtained from equations which utilize equilibrium
constants.

* Crude oil in equilibrium with a portion of its evolved gases at at
mospheric pressure.
**The process by which the composition of a system is changed by removing
the gas phase.
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It has been assumed that the basic solubility data obtained for
the above ternary systems can be applied to the solubility behavior of
carbon dioxide and hydrocarbon systems in a petroleum reservoir.

If

this assumption is correct, the data obtained should give an indication
of whether the addition of carbon dioxide to the injected natural gas
stream of a gas drive secondary project will enhance the solubility
of the resulting gaseous phase and thereby improve oil recovery.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

A search of the literature has revealed no previous work on
the solubility and bubble point behavior of carbon dioxide-methanen-decane systems.

However, Welker and Dunlop (1963) have studied the

solubility of carbon dioxide in various "dead" oils and the swelling
and viscosity of the carbon dioxide-oil solutions.

They have shown

that, at saturation pressures ranging from 14.7 to 800 psia at a con
stant temperature of 80°F., carbon dioxide was highly soluble in the
crude oils that were studied.

They have also shown that solution of

carbon dioxide in a crude at the above mentioned pressures and tem
perature causes greater swelling and viscosity reduction than is caused
by solution of either natural gas or methane in the same crude at the
same pressures and temperatures.
Poettmann (1951) studied the vaporization characteristics of
carbon dioxide in a League City natural gas-Billings crude oil system
at three temperatures, 38 , 120°, and 202°F., and for pressures ranging
from 600 to 8,500 psia.

He determined the equilibrium ratios of samples

containing approximately 6 and 12 mole percent carbon dioxide.

The pro

cedure used was to charge an equilibrium cell with a sample of known
composition and then remove and analyze samples of both equilibrium vapor
and liquid.

By sampling proper quantities of both phases and by keeping

constant volume in the cell, the pressure was reduced and the over-all
composition of the sample was maintained.

From the data obtained,

Poettmann calculated the equilibrium constants for methane, ethane, and
carbon dioxide.

From these he concluded that carbon dioxide concentration

up to 12 mole percent in the composite system does not affect either the
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equilibrium constants of the hydrocarbon constituents or the equilib
rium constants of the carbon dioxide.
Poettmann's results have shown that equilibrium constants
are valid for hydrocarbon-carbon dioxide systems in the lower ranges
of carbon dioxide concentration.

Thus, use of a calculative method

which utilizes equilibrium constants to predict the solubility and
bubble point behavior of the carbon dioxide-methane-n-decane systems
under study was justified, at least for the lower ranges of carbon
dioxide concentration.
It may be of interest to note that numerous investigators
have studied the use of carbon dioxide in conjunction with water
flooding.

Two of the more recent comprehensive investigations are

presented by Beeson and Ortloff (1959) and by Holm (1959).
Welker and Dunlop state "The growing interest in the use of
carbon dioxide in crude oil recovery increases the need for data on
the effect of carbon dioxide on the physical properties of oil."
This statement, coupled with the fact that there appears to be a lack
of data regarding carbon dioxide-methane-n-decane systems and its
possible application to gas drive, indicated that an investigation of
this type would be useful.
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EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE

Differential vaporization tests were run to determine the
bubble point pressures, at 80°F., of various carbon dioxide-methanen-decane systems and the total gas in solution at these pressures.
The system compositions were also determined, but only at the initial
condition for each run.
The equipment used consisted of a standard E.L.I. (Engineering
Laboratories, Inc.)

Humble-type mercury pump, a calibrated Heise bour

don-type 2,000 psig pressure gage, two E.L.I. pressure-volume (PV)
cells and a "Precision" wet test meter.

The pressure gage was cali

brated using a dead weight tester, and was used to measure the pressure
in both the mercury pump and the PV cells.

The wet test meter was used

to measure the gas given off during each pressure increment.

The speci

fications of the equipment, along with specifications of the carbon
dioxide, methane, and n-decane used for the tests are given in Appendix
A.
The first step in the procedure was to prepare a sample which
contained the desired amount of each constituent.

Referring to Figure

1, this was done as follows:*
1) The test PV cell (cell A) and the transfer PV cell
(cell B) were filled with mercury.
2) The n-decane was loaded through the top valve of
cell A by using the mercury pump to withdraw mer
cury from the cell. By determining the pump
reading before and after loading and with appli
cation of the proper volumetric correction factors,
*

The example calculations in Appendix B give details regarding the load
ing and test procedure.
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DECANE LOADING

GAS LOADING

GAS TRANSFER

Fig. No. 1, LOADING PROCEDURE AND TEST SET UP
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the volume of n-decane was determined to - .005 centi
meters .
3) To load the carbon dioxide, the carbon dioxide cylinder
was connected directly to cell B and the approximate
desired volume of mercury was withdrawn. As in step
(2), the exact volume of carbon dioxide was determined
at the cell pressure. The volume of carbon dioxide at
standard conditions of 60°F. and 14.7 psia was calcu
lated by the following equation:*
Vsc * Pc Vc
14.7 Zc

x

520
540

Zc is the compressibility factor at 80°F. and the cell
pressure,and was determined experimentally for this in
vestigation. The compressibility factor for methane was
available in the literature.
4) The gas was transferred from cell B to cell A by inject
ing mercury into cell B and simultaneously draining mer
cury from cell A.
5) The methane was loaded and transferred in a manner similar
to steps (3) and (4).
After the above procedure was completed, cell A contained a known amount
of each of the three constituents and was ready for the differential
vaporization test.
The test procedure was the same as that given by the E.L.I. mer
cury pump manual (see BIBLIOGRAPHY) for the determination of differential
gas-oil ratio.

Briefly, the procedure was:

1) The saturation, or bubble point, pressure of the sample
was determined by pressuring the gas into solution then
withdrawing mercury from the cell in small increments.
The cell pressure was plotted versus the pump readings,
and the break in the curve indicated the saturation
pressure. The break in the curve was a result of gas
coming out of solution below the saturation pressure
thereby tending to maintain pressure and causing a smal
ler pressure drop per increment of mercury withdrawn.
*

see NOMENCLATURE
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2) Mercury was withdrawn from the cell to a desired
pressure below the bubble point pressure. The cell
was rocked to insure equilibrium.
3) The resulting gas phase was removed through a
slight opening in the top valve of the cell, and
passed through the wet test meter. At the same
time mercury was injected into the cell through
the bottom valve so that the pressure was kept
constant.
4) The volume of gas evolved as shown by the wet test
meter was corrected to give the volume at standard
conditions.
5) Steps (1) through (4) were repeated at the desired
pressure increments until atmospheric pressure was
reached.
A material balance of the total gas charged, as determined
from step (3) of the loading procedure, and the total gas evolved,
as determined from step (4) of the test procedure, was used to par
tially check the experimental accuracy.

Other checks included rep

etition of one run, and comparison of the experimental data with
calculated data using published equilibrium ratios.

The equilibrium

ratios used were for a convergence pressure of 4,000 psia
obtained from the NGSMA Data Book (1957).

and were
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COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

Calculated data were used to compare with and to supplement
the experimental data.

Starting with the initial system composition,

which was determined experimentally, an initial bubble point pressure
was calculated.

Also calculated was the composition of the system

which remained after removal of the gas phase evolved during each
pressure increment.
The computational method involves the use of equilibrium con
stants.

The equilibrium constant expresses the distribution of a

component in a system and can be defined as the ratio of the mole
fraction of the component in the vapor phase to the mole fraction of
the component in the liquid phase at specified pressure, temperature,
and system composition.
Equilibrium constants can be evaluated experimentally by an
analysis of the equilibrium compositions of the vapor and liquid phases
at various temperatures and pressures.

The constant for each component

can then be found by calculating the ratio of the mole fractions in the
vapor and liquid phases.

It has been found that for a multicomponent

system, the constants tend to converge to unity at some high pressure.
This pressure is termed the "convergence pressure" of the system and is
used to correlate the effect of composition on the equilibrium constant
values.

The convergence pressure concept is useful because it allows

general equilibrium constant values to be presented by a moderate number
of charts.
The equations, as given by Katz (1960, p. 251), which utilize the
equilibrium constant to describe the quantity and composition of equilibrium
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vapor and liquid may be expressed as follows:
V -

(1)

Ki Zi
L/V - Ki

and
V -

(2)

Zi______
L/V - Ki

Katz has also presented an iterative method of solution far
Equations (1) and (2).

Equation (1) has been found to converge more

rapidly than Equation (2) if V is less than .5 while Equation (2) con
verges best at V greater than .5. Hoffman

(1963) has programmed this

solution in F0RM0 language for the IBM 1620 digital computer, the results
from which will yield the mole fraction of the total system in the vapor
phase (V) at the desired temperature and pressure as well as the mole
fraction of each component in the liquid phase (X) and the mole fraction
of each component in the vapor phase (Y).
For purposes of this investigation, the above program was ex
panded and is described below:
1) The mole fraction of each component in the total system,
(Z), as determined from the experimental loading proce
dure, was provided in the input data.
2 ) The K values of the components at each selected pressure
step (at the experimental temperature, which was kept
constant) were also provided in the input data.
3) The computer then read the initial Z values, and the K
values for the first pressure step and calculated V and
values of X and Y for each component.
4) As in tiie experimental procedure, the vapor phase was
removed from the system; therefore, the calculated X
values from step (3) should equal the Z values for the
new system.
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5) The computer was then programmed to read the K values
at the next pressure step and computed V and values of
X and Y for each component in the new system.
At each pressure step, the computer was also programmed to cal
culate the cubic centimeters of total gas in solution per cubic centi
meter of decane as well as the percent of carbon dioxide in the total
solution gas.
The bubble point of the original system was determined by a
method given in Standing (1952, p. 51).

This method utilized an assumed

bubble point pressure for a system of known composition, and by trial and
error calculations, the actual bubble point pressure was determined.
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RESULTS

Six vaporization runs were made.

Table I lists the initial

sample compositions for each run in terms of (1 ) the mole percent
of each constituent in the total sample and (2) the mole percent of
carbon dioxide in the system gas.
Figures 2 through 7 give the solubility results from each
run.

Figure 8 is a graphical representation of bubble point be

havior with total system composition.

Figure 9 represents the re

lation between bubble point pressure, solubility and percent carbon
dioxide in the solution gas.
An example of the data used for the construction of Figures 8
and 9 is given in Table II.

The compositions for the initial bubble

point pressure were determined experimentally, but those at the as
cending pressures were computed*

However, all the solubilities listed

in Table II were experimentally determined.

This is because the ex

perimental checks consisting of the material balance for each run and
the repetition of one run, as discussed under EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
AND PROCEDURE, indicated the reliability of the experimental solubility
data.
In order to obtain a sufficient number of data points for Figures
8 and 9, it was necessary to use experimentally determined solubilities
with computed compositions for bubble points other than the initial one
of each run.

Inspection of Figures 2 through 7 show the close agreement

between the experimental and computed data at the lower ranges of carbon
dioxide concentration.

In these ranges, Figures 8 and 9 may be used

* Example program presented in Appendix C.
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with some confidence.

However, it must be stressed that for the

higher carbon dioxide concentrations, Figures 8 and 9 must be used
with caution because of the increasing variance of the experimental
and computed bubble point pressure data.

The data for the higher

concentrations of carbon dioxide still served, however, to indicate
the general trend.
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Table No. X:

Run No.

Bubble Point
Pressure

1
2
3
4
5
6

1299
1662
1209
1470
1230
766

INITIAL SAMPLE COMPOSITIONS

Total Sample
Mole% Mole% Mole%
CH/j.
CO2 C10H22

Solution Gas
Mole% CO2

0
4.5
9.6
28.4
53.4
73.4

0
9.99
24.10
50.98
78.52
1 0 0 .0 0

33.6
40.7
30.3
27.3
14.6
0

Table No. II:

Bubble Point
Pressure
1230
1000
750
500
250

66.4
54.8
60.1
44.3
32.0
26.6

DATA FROM RUN NO. 5

Total Sample
Solubility
Mole% Mole% Mole% Solution Gas
ft3/ft3________ CH4
C02 C10H 22 M°le% C02
256
178
105
52
16

14.6
1 0 .8
6.3
3.0
.9

53.4
51.9
46.6
37.1
2 0 .0

32.0
37.3
47.1
59.9
79.1

78.5
82.2
8 8 .1
92.5
95.9

15

16

17

18

Fig. No. 8, BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION OF SYSTEM COMPOSITION

O

Solubility (ft^/ft^)
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Fig. No. 9, RELATION BETWEEN SOLUBILITY,
BUBBLE POINT PRESSURE AND SOLUTION CARBON DIOXIDE
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CONCLUSIONS

The results from this study have shown that mixtures of carbon
dioxide and methane are more soluble in decane than is methane alone,
and that there is a greater solubility increase for both increasing
pressure and increasing carbon dioxide concentration.

Assuming that

the behavior of this system approximates the behavior of the complex
systems found in petroleum reservoirs, then the presence of carbon
dioxide will increase the solubility of natural gas in the crude oil.
The results have also shown that equilibrium constant calculations
may yield accurate bubble point pressure data for carbon dioxide con
centration as high as twenty-five percent in the solution gas for the
carbon dioxide-methane-n-decane systems that were studied.

However,

the variance of the computed and experimental bubble point pressure
data with increasing carbon dioxide concentration indicates the need
for more reliable carbon dioxide equilibrium constant values; other
wise the data must be obtained experimentally.
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NOMENCLATURE

GENERAL
Vsc = volume at standard conditions, 14.7 psig, 60°F.
Pc

= cell pressure, psig

Zc

= compressibility factor at 80°F. and Pc

V

= mole fraction of the total system existing as vapor at
equilibrium

Ki

= equilibrium constant for any component

Zi

= compressibility factor for any component

L

= mole fraction of the total system existing as liquid

X

= mole fraction of any component in the liquid phase at
equilibrium

Y

= mole fraction of any component in the vapor phase at
equilibrium

Rp

= pump reading with cell full of mercury minus pump read
with sample charged. The pump is always read as a closed
unit at a pressure of 2,000 psig

Cp

= pump constant, converts pump readings to cc at 2,000
psig

Ed

= expansion of decane from 2,000 psig to 0 psig

Bhg = compressibility of mercury at 80°F.
P°

= vapor press of H^O at 80°F.

Pb

= barometric pressure in psia

M

= wet test meter correction factor

COMPUTER PROGRAM
X(I) = mole fraction of any component in the liquid phase at
equilibrium
Y(I) * mole fraction of any component in the vapor phase at
equilibrium
Z(I) = mole fraction of any component in the total system
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NOMENCLATURE (continued)

V

mole fraction of the total system existing as vapor
at equilibrium

Perct

fraction of carbon dioxide in the total solution gas

P

factor to convert vapor mole fraction to cc

VNI-VN5

cc of total gas that came out of solution during each
pressure increment

RI - R5

mole fraction in the liquid at each pressure step

DEC

cc of n-decane used for the run

CCI-CC5

solution gas, cc per cc

Appendix A
SPECIFICATIONS
Mercury Pump
Manufacturer:

Engineering Laboratories, Inc
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Working Pressure:
Capacity: 93 cc

10,000 psig

Pressure-Volume Cells
Manufacturer:

Engineering Laboratories, Inc
Tulsa, Oklahoma

Working Pressure:
Capacity:

10,000 psig

650 cc

Pressure Gage
Manufacturer:

Heise
Newtown, Connecticut

Maximum Pressure:
Type:

2,000 psig

Bourdon

Wet Test Meter
Manufacturer:

Accuracy:

Precision Scientific Co.
Chicago, Illinois

-f

- 5 cc

Carbon Dioxide
Manufacturer:

Grade:
Purity:

The Matheson Company, Inc.
East Rutherford, N. J.

Bone dry
99.8% minimum

Methane
Manufacturer:

Phillips Petroleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma
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Appendix A (continued)
Grade: Pure
Purity: 99.0 mole percent minimum
n-Decane
Manufacturer:

Phillips Petroleum Company
Bartlesville, Oklahoma

Grade: Pure
Purity: 99.0 mole percent minimum
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Appendix B

SAMPLE CALCULATION:

RUN NO. 5

Decane Loading
Volume of decane loaded at 14.7 psig , 80°F.
= (Rp) (Cp) + Ed
= (40.13) (.9999787) +.50 = 40.63 cc
Pound - moles decane
= .7231 gm/cc x 40.63 cc
molecular weight x 453. 59 gm/ In

—
=

(.7231) (40.63)
(142.28) 453.59
.00045523

Gas Loading
Pc
(psig)
C02
CH4

950
990

Rp

67.83
31.46

(2 )
(1)
Vol. Hg withdrawn
in pump
in cell
(cc)
67.83
67.85
31.46
31.47

(4)
(5)
Contraction Cell Vol. gas
(cc)
in cell
at Pc
(cc)
.37
67.31
.34
30.97

(6 )
Vol. gas
at 14.7
psig, 60°
F. (cc)
8150
2230

(3)
Expansion
Hg in cell
(cc)
.17
.16

(7)
lb .-moles
gas in cell
(cc)
.00075941
.00020778

Explanation of Gas Loading*
(1) Volume of mercury withdrawn from cell after gas loading measured in
pump
= (Rp) (Cp) = (67.83) (.9999787) = 67.83 cc
(2) Actual volume of mercury withdrawn from cell
= 67.83 (1+Bhg (2,000 - Pc))
= 67.83 (l+(2.78 x lo"7) (2,000 - 950))=67.85 cc
* Data for carbon dioxide used to illustrate technique
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Appendix B (continued)

(3) Expansion of mercury in cell
= (cell volume at 2,000 psig - 67.85) x (1 + Bhg (2,000 - Pc))
- (cell volume at 2,000 psig - 67.85)
-7
= (651.58 - 67.85) (1 + (2.78 x 10 ) (1050)) = .17 cc
(4) Contraction of cell with pressure as determined experimentally
by standard procedure
= .37 cc
(5) Volume in cell available to gas at Pc
= 67.85 - .17 cc - .37 cc = 67.31 cc
(6) Volume of gas at 14.7 psia and 60 F.
= (Pc) (67.31) x 520
(Zc) (14.7)
540
= (950) (67.31) x 520
(514) (14.7)
540

= 8,150 cc

(7) pound - moles of CC>2
= 8150 cc
(28,317 cc (379 ft/5)
mole
ftJ

= .00075941

Differential Gas Liberation
(2)
a>
Bubble Point
Wet Test
Meter
Pressure
Reading
(psig)
(cu .ft)
1230
.1103
1000
.2370
755
.3740
.4332
510
275
.5020
0
.5275

(3)
Total Solution
Gas
(cu. ft)
.4172
.2905
.1535
.0943
.0255
0

(4)
Corrected
Gas Vol.
(cc)
10,421
7,256
3,834
2,355
637
0

(5)
Solution
gas/cc
decane
(cc/cc)
256.5
178.6
94.4
58.0
15.6
0
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Appendix B (continued)

Explanation of Differential Gas Liberation
(1) Bubble point pressure determined by standard procedure for
initial conditions and after each discharge of gas from the
cell.
(2) Uncorrected wet test meter reading.
(3) Uncorrected volume of gas in solution determined by subtracting
the reading at the particular pressure step from the final meter
reading.
(4) Total gas volume in solution in cubic centimeters at 14.7 psia
and 60°F.
= column (3) x Pb - P° x 520
14.7
540
x 28,317 cc x M
ft3
(5) Standard gas volume in solution per cc of decane
= step (4)
40.63
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Appendix C

COMPUTER PROGRAM, RUN NO. 5

C
PHASF COMPOSITION ITERATION FOR CH~4» C02tC-10 SYSTEMS
______ DIMENSION X(3)«V(3) .RAT IO t 15 t .DEN t 3 ) .VAL1(3 )__________
DTMFNSION VAL2(3)*Z (3)♦W (5)
READ 4,N0*EP
______ READ 5*(Z(I)»I=l»3)*(RATIO(I)»I=l»15)__________________
N = 0
J=1
100 V =0 .0 ___________________________________________________
DO 3 1=1*NO
IF(PAT TO(I)-l.)l*2*2
1 V=y-fO m 0______________________________________________________

GO TO 3
V=V+7(T)
CONTINUE________________________________________________
FORMAT (I10*E18.8 >
FORMAT (4F15.6)
6 SUM1= 0*0________________________________________________
SUM2=“0.0
IF(V-.S)7*7»8

2
3
4
*>

7

K= 2__________________________________________________________________________________

GO TO Q
A <=0
Q DO 13 T=1 »MO___________________________________________
“
DFNiT )=RATI0( I )+ Yl.-V) /V
IF(<-1)11*11*10
___ 10 VAL1(I)=2(I)*RATIO(I)/DEN(I)
—

G0 T0 12

11 VAL1(I)=2(I)/DEN(I)
12 VAL2(I)=VAL1(I)/DEN(I)
SUM1=SUM1+VAL1(I)
13 SUM2=SUM2+VAL2(I)
__
IF(ABSF(V-SUM1)-EP)15*15*14
14 DSUM1=$UM2/(V*V>
V = (DSUM1*V-SUM1)/(DSUM1—1•)
______ GO TO 6___________________________________________ __
" IS PUNCH S *SUM1
DO 18 1=1 *NO
IF(K“ 1 )17 *17 *16__________________________________
16 Y (I)=VAL1 (I)/SUMl
X (I)= Y (I)/RATIO!I)
___
GO TO 18

r r x n )*vali rnvsuMi-------------------------------------- —------y

c n=x{ i ) * rat i o ( i )

___ 18 PUNCH 5,Z(I)*RATIO(I)*X(I)*Y<I)
h ERCt = (Z(2 )*100 •J/(Z (1 )+z <1 ) )
PUNCH 30 *PERCT
30 FORMAT(1F12*2)

-------
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Appendix C (continued)

W(J)=SUM1
J = J+l_________________________
N = N+1
IF(N-4)19,19,20
19 B = X (1)+ X ( 2 )+ X (3 )_____________
7 (1 >=X(1 )/B
Z (2)= X (2)/B
Z(3)«X(3)/B__________________
M*1+3*N
21 RATIO(l)=RATI0(M)
RAT10(2) = RATI0(M+l )________
RAT10(3) * RAT 10(M+2)
GO TO 100
20 P a379.*28317.».00142242_____
VN1*W(1)*P

R1»1•-W(1)
VN 2SW (2)*R1*P________________
R2*(l.-W(2))*R1
VN3=W(3 >*R2*P
R3 = (1.-W(3))*R2______________
VN4=W(4)*R3*P
R4*(1.-W{4))*R3
VN5«W(5)»R4»P________________
PUNCH 26,VN1,VN2»VN3,VN4»VN5
26 FORMAT(1F12,2)
SUM4*VN1+VN2+VN3+VN4+VN5
D£C=40•63
CC1*SUM4/DEC
CC2*(SUM4-VN1)/DEC
CC3*(SUM4-VN1-VN2)/DEC
CC4*(SUM4-VN1-VN2-VN3)/DEC
CC3sVN5/DRC__________________
PUNCH 26,CC1,CC2*CC3,CC4,CC5
STOP
END
3
.146074
1.2
.60065
11.4
73.

5.0E-5
•533886
.00093
6.1
4.5
.00122

•320040
4.4
2.2
.00048

3.5
1.55
.00051
180.
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Appendix C (continued)
RESULTS FROM COMPUTER PROGRAM

. 142776
.146074
.533886
.320040

3.500000
1.200000
.000930

.107650
.519066
.373288

.376774
.622879
.000347

78.52
.207681
.277623
. 107649
4.400000
.063096
.519064
1.550000
.722071
.465852
.373287
•000650
.000306
.471052
82.82
.213871
.063096
.030180
6.100000
.184096
.815599
.370727
2.200000
.465852
.471052
•000510
.599162
.000306
88.07
.242688
11.400000
.008564
.030178
.097625
.370701
4.500000
.200444
.901996
.599121
•000480
.790996
.000380
92.47
.198557
.008564
180.000000
.000234
.042183
•200443
73.000000
.013104
.956613
.700994
.001220
.986846
.001204
95.90
2179.57
2717.72
2217.48
1978.11
1225.64
253.96
200.32
--- ------- 1-33.43__________________________________________ __ ________________
78.85
30.17
STOP

END OF PROGRAM AT

STATFMFNT 0026 + 09 LINES
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